Bugs & Wish list

Duration field modal closed by itself if a value is inserted in the label and description field.

Status
• Open

Subject
Duration field modal closed by itself if a value is inserted in the label and description field.

Version
22.x

Category
• Error

Feature
Trackers

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
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Lastmod by
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Rating

Description
I tested the duration tracker field on the test tracker at dev (here).

If I enter a value in the label and/or description field the modal close itself and the timer is not started.

If I don’t insert anything in the fields it stays and I can start the timer then close the modal and the timer work. (see the video)

https://share.vidyard.com/watch/gMutSnXnSKJKyRUYz9nMHN?

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
5
Priority

25

Demonstrate Bug

This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tikiwiki.org

SVN update
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The original document is available at
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